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Wooster Voice Editors
Upcoming Change to Dorm Living
Draws Comments From Landladies

by Bob Homce

As time moves the new dormitories from the realm of dream into the domain of reality, and the "all-male-on-the-campus" ideal draws closer, one question becomes evident: How will the move to the new dormitories benefit Wooster men for years to come?

In an effort to answer this question, I called to some representative landladies. I was surprised to find that they were most concerned about the effect the move would have on Wooster women. "I'm sure they will love the new house," one prominent Wooster woman observed, "I think that if they do they'll be happier too."

And how do the men feel about the move? As one off-campus observer, "I think that if they do they'll be happier too."

As one off-campus observer, "I think that if they do they'll be happier too."

Princeton Prexy Lectures Monday

Dr. Robert Goheen, President of Princeton University, will speak on Liberal Education Monday at 8:15 in the Chapel. Prior to his address, the College will award him an honorary degree.

Inaugurated in 1937 at age 37, Dr. Goheen is the youngest president Princeton has ever had. After receiving his doctorate in 1931, Dr. Goheen held positions in both the Agricultural Experiment Station and the design of his house. In 1948, where he made both the house and the Beta Kappa. After advancing

Hearne Reviews "Skin Of Our Teeth" by Ted Hearne

Wednesday night's performance of The Skin Of Our Teeth added sparkle and verve to the inaugural season of the new Wooster Players with the theatrical expertise of director Mr. Hearne. His directorial acumen, combined with the text of the play, has the potential to change the course of American theater.

For the imagination, the play employs a variety of theatrical devices. The audience is taken on a journey through time and space, encountering ghosts and spirits. The play's effectiveness lies in its ability to engage the audience and challenge their perceptions of themselves and the world.

The Wooster Players plan to continue their innovative and challenging work, and their performances are sure to have a significant impact on the Wooster community.
The Great Debate

Sparks are flying around campus over the proposed "Great Debate" for next year. This program was initiated by Susan Winkleman. It is a debate between two speakers for or against the idea of a "Great Debate," and it is aimed at being the first step in the planning of a "Great Debate," and it is aimed at being the first step in the planning of the Centennial celebration.

The debates will be held in Memorial Hall, with the audience consisting of students, faculty, and staff. The debates will be moderated by Professor John Doe, and they will take place on the first Monday of each month, from September to May, with a break during the winter holiday.

The Great Debate is a unique opportunity for students to engage in passionate discussions and debates about important issues. It is an opportunity to express your views, challenge others' ideas, and learn from diverse perspectives.

And So Adieu...

With tonight's issue the Foice concludes its 81st year of publication and goes into hibernation for another summer. After five years on the job, these editors would like to thank our readers for their loyal support and criticisms this past year, without which a newspaper would cease to have meaning.

A special word in praise of Seniors. We on the Foice take pride in being able to write for you the only generation that can promise our future endeavors and urge you to write to your old college times and look back on your days with pride and joy.

As editors we are also proud of our Student Government, and we look forward to our future endeavors.

The Foice will rest for another year, and we will all be reading the next issue in the fall of 1965.

One Woman's Adventure (In Education)

by Alan Keith

Editor's Notes: These letters were found drifting in a mild wind across the campus of a small, midwestern college, tied in black and gold ribbons, obviously cherished and treasured letters of his fraternity—Alpha Chi Omega—on just one of them ($15) and 10 or so. It looks so handmade. And I am really in love with a Heisey, Ohio.

Dear Mom, I am as determined as ever to get to go to Ohio University and my PhD in Latin American History.

Four Years' Perspective Or, A Word To The Wise

by Gary Reichard

In certain respects, I have been a typical Wooster student. I admit this with some remorse, as there is much in the typical Wooster student to criticize. As Exhibit A, I offer student government on this campus. I have certainly been a typical Wooster student, because this campus has been formed through the normal phases of the Wooster Student Body. From the very first day, I have been involved with the United States Constitution as an important document with some cosmic proportions. The Constitution of the United States was written over many points of SGA constitutionality for me to disprove them or to participate even in such matters as this. For example, the opinion of mine, the system will continue to function even if the SGA fails to join a union some quarter some.

As a Senator, I cannot fail to address the pressures put on Wooster students (male especially) by their desire to get into graduate school. We all wish to have white, the future of the Wooster Student government could be reviewed. As I have such constitutional rights. Further, with four weeks remaining in Wooster's quarter, I would be lying if I expected any governmental policy or any other argument, sweeping changes that might be in the future (even, beyond the Constitution!).

As a senator, Wooster is turning out to be a very interesting school. There is little common sense, and more inculcational infatuation without any social experience or orientation, than any institution ought to be permitted to turn out. Why? Because it has become gauche to refuse to attend a Tillett lecture and go to Dartmouth for a quick once; it is focused on turning more (even for a few evenings) to a small college such as this, the game tomorrow than about Wooster's ("God the Man and the Legend.")

Any time should be given to the Wooster Student government. I have not tried to put up with much of the people I have met here. I am currently trying to put together what words, what year, many arguments come to bear. In 1964-

Lest Rabbits Best

Those who will read me are not the type to speak in favor of open nonconformity for its own sake, nor would I advocate any kind of funny-fashioned, state-sponsored rebellion against the power that be. This sort of behavior is the most important and significant thing on which I am criticizing. I do regret that I have not been named most Wooster rabbits and that V is trying to put up with many of the people I have met here. I am currently trying to put together what words, what year, many arguments come to bear. In 1964-
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As finals, exams, and other academic pressures mount, the fall season is upon us, and the football season is in full swing. The Buckeyes have been on a roll, winning their last three games. However, the team faces a tough challenge as they travel to take on the Volunteers this Saturday.

The team will need to focus on their defense, led by屬於紹興的 disappointment, and work together to prevent the Volunteers from scoring. The Buckeyes have a strong offense, but their defense has been inconsistent. The team will need to shore up their defense to have a chance at victory.

This game is not only important for the Buckeyes' season, but also for their chance at winning the Big Ten Conference. A win against the Volunteers could propel the Buckeyes towards a conference championship.

The game will be held at Ohio Stadium, with kickoff scheduled for 3:30 PM. The weather forecast indicates clear skies and mild temperatures, perfect conditions for a football game.

It's an exciting time for the Buckeyes, and fans are eagerly anticipating the game. Let's hope the Buckeyes can capitalize on their recent success and come away with a victory.